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3 Claims. 
This invention relates to an improved compart 

ment assembly for display:tables. 
One object of the invention is to provide a 

Congartment assembly wherein the several par 
titions employed will beformed of metal so that 
breaking or shattering will be prevented. . . 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

a COmpartinent aSSembly i Wherein connecting 
means are employed. So that adjacent ends of 
partitions may be readily and rigidly connected 
With the least possible effort. 
A further object of the invention is to pro 

Vide a Structure of this character, which Will be 
characterized by the utmost simplicity. 
A still further object of the invention is to 

provide a Compartment assembly wherein the 
partitions employed will be so formed that bend 
ing thereof Will be largely prevented. 
Other and incidental objects, not particularly 

mentioned in the foregoing, will be apparent dur 
ing the course of the following description. 

In the drawing, Figure 1 is a fragmentary per 
Spective view showing portions of my compart 
ment aSSembly, . . 

Figure 2 is an enlarged fragmentary perspec 
tive view showing the connecting clip employed 
and the end portion of a partition as it would 
appear about to be placed within the clip, 
Figure 3 is an enlarged fragmentary horizontal 

sectional view taken on the line 3-3 of Figure 
1 and looking in the direction indicated by the 
arrows, and 

Figure 4 is an enlarged perspective view of a 
modified form of clip. 
Referring noW more particularly to the ac 

companying drawing wherein like numerals of 
reference designate like parts throughout the 
Several ViewS, the numerals 1, 2 and 3 indicate 
the Side Walls and end Wall of my improved com 
partment assembly. It is to be understood that, 
while I have shown the walls, 1, 2 and 3 as the 
boundary in the present instance, said walls may 
be of any length. The walls are formed of strips 
of sheet metal and are provided with circular 
reinforcing beads 4 at their upper end portions. 
The upper end portions are, of course, rolled to 
define these beads. The lower portions of the 
Walls 1, 2 and 3 are bent laterally and in Wardly 
to define flanges 5. 
ASSociated with the Walls is a connecting clip 

which is indicated in general by the numeral 6. 
As best seen in Figure 2 of the drawing, the clip 
is formed from sheet metal and bent into shape 
and, as Will be observed, a typical clip is provided 
With arms 7 and 8 which are adapted to extend 
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throughout the greater portion of the height of 
walls 1, 2 and 3. the arms 7 and 8 are connected 
at their upper ends by an enlarged bight portion 
9 which is adapted slidably to engage the bead 4 
of the Walls. It will be understood that the arms . . 
7 and 8 of the clip are disposed closely to over 
lie a portion of one of the Walls so that, while 
the clip may be shifted longitudinally on the 
Wall, it Will not become displaced therefrom. 

Struck out from the arms 7 and 8, medially 
thereof, are anchoring jaWS 10 which are formed 
of Offset fianges 1 and 12. Which have their in 
ner edges terminating in close Spaced relation to 
define a longitudinal slot 13. The offset portions 
of the flanges Will define shoulders. 11 and 12'. 
The flanges 11 and 12 extend outwardly so that 
their Outer faces Will be in the Same vertical 
plane with the plane defined between the free 
edge of the flange. 5 and the outermost portion 
of the bight portion 9. A number of the clipS 6 
are employed, the number to be governed entirely 
by the amount of the partions to be used. How 
ever, they are all of identical construction and 
the above description Would apply to all of Said 
clips. . . . 

... Extending between the Walls 1 and 3 and in 
parallel relation to the Wall 2 is a partition 14 
which is of Substantially the same construction 
as the Walls 1 and 2 and is formed of light ma 
terial. The partition 14 is rolled at its upper 
edge to provide a bead 15 and is bent laterally 
at its lower edge to define a flange 16. The bead 
and flange will cooperate to prevent bending of 
the partition which might be caused by great 
strain. Formed on the end portion of the par 
tition 14, medially of its height, are oppositely 
disposed tongues 17. These tongues are bent to 
a right angle with respect to the partition 14 
and a straight angle with respect to each other. 
The tongues 17 are adapted to be retained be 
hind the flanges 11 and 12 and within the con 
fines of the shoulders 11’ and 12" of the jaws 10, 
the end portion of the partition extending 
through the slot 13. The partition 14 will be re 
tained rigidly in position by virtue of the fact 
that the bead 15. Will abut the bight portion 9 
of the clip and the edge of the flange 16 will over 
lie the fange 5 of the wall 1. It will therefore 
be seen that the partition will be associated with 
the clip at three points so that a rigid connection will be provided. 
A second partition 18 connects the partition 14 

with the end wall 2 and clips 19 and 20 are em 
ployed for rigidly connecting Said partition 18 
with said wall 2 and said partition 14, the clips 
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10 

19 and 20 being of identical construction with 
the clip 6. It is, of course, to be understood that 
any number of partitions corresponding to the 
partitions 14 and 18 may be employed, depend 
ing entirely upon the size of the compartments 
to be defined between the walls 1, 2 and 3. 

It will, therefore, be seen that a merchant de 
siring to place a compartment assembly into use 
would only have to secure the desired number of 
partitions in place. My improved compartment 
aSSembly is particularly meritorious for the rea 
son that the parts are formed of metal so that 
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to Suit Specific needs. 

breaking or bending will be reduced to a mini 
mum. The arrangement is very cheap and yet 
may be made very attractive. It is, of course, 
to be understood that the i height and other di 
mensions of the different parts may be varied 

Referring now to the modification of the in 
vention as shown in Figure 4 of the drawing, I 
employ a clip 21 which is formed of light weight 
metal and is provided with arms 22 and 23, which 
Walls are connected by a bight portion 24 at their 
upper ends. Portions of the walls 22 and 23 are 
struck outwardly to define offset flanges 25, and 
26, which have their corresponding inner edges 
terminating in Spaced relation to define a slot 2 
which is adapted to receive the end edge of a glass 
partition. The clip 21 is particularly adapted 
for use with glass walls and partitions used for 
display purposes, but it will be observed that the 
purpose of the clips as shown in the modification 
is identical, with the clip as shown in the pre 
ferred form. - - - it is believed that from the foregoing it will be 
seen that I have provided a compartment as 
sembly which will be practical and highly effi 
cient in use as well as cheap in manufacture. . 
Having thus described the invention, I claim: 

... i. A compartment assembly including a wall 
having a bead along its upper edge and a flange 
extending transversely from its lower edge, a clip 
slidable on the wall and having a bight portion 
engaging the bead, Said clip. having flanges 
struck out to define a slot, and a partition con 
nected with the clip and having tongues adapted 
to lock behind the flanges, said partition having 
a bead along its upper edge abutting the bight 
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portion of said clip and a flange extending trans 
versely from its lower edge and abutting the 
flange of the Wall whereby said partition Will be 
retained in angular relation to said wall. 2. A compartment assembly including walls 
each having a bead along its upper edge and a 
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side flange along its lower edge, a partition eX 
tending between certain Of Said Walls, Said par 
tition having a bead along its upper edge and a 
Side flange along its lower side, and clips for re 
movably connecting the partition with Said Walls, 
each clip being disposed in Straddling engage 
ment With a Wall and having a bight fitting about 
the bead of the Wall and depending arms bearing 
against Side faces of the Wall, one arm having 
Offset jaWS extending transversely of the arm in 
facing relation to each other with their free ends 
Spaced from each other and disposed in the plane 
of the outer side edge of the flange of the wall, 
said partition having end portions fitted between 
free ends of the jaWS of Said clips and provided 
With Side tongues engaged back of the jaWS to 
hold the partition connected with the clips with 
the bead and flange of the partition bearing 
against the bight of the clip and flange of the 
Wall. 

3. A clip for compartment assemblies includ 
ing parallel arms Spaced from each other and 
connected at their upper ends by an enlarged 
bight having a diameter greater than the dis 
tance between the arms, said clip having tongues 
cut from its arms and extending transversely 
thereof in facing relation to each other, said 
tongues being bent outwardly from the arms and 
then towards each other and again outwardly 
and towards each other to form jaws of their free 
end portions outwardly offset from the arms and 
extending substantially parallel thereto. in ap 
proximately the planes: of the sides of the bight 
and terminating in Spaced relation to each other 
to form a slot between the jaws whereby a par 
tition may have an end portion engaged in the 
slot With its upper end bearing against the ad 
jacent side of the bead and anchoring elements 
projecting from opposite sides of the partition 
engaged back of the jaws to hold the partition 
in engagement. With the clip. - 
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